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In this paper, we prove the results announced in [20] for the group 
SG(2n + 1) and obtain one important geometric consequence described 
below (cf. Theorem 5.12). 
Let G be a semisimple, simply connected Chevalley group defined over a 
field k. Let T be a k split torus and B a Bore1 subgroup, B I T. Let P be a 
maximal parabolic subgroup, P 3 B. Let W (resp. W,) denote the Weyl 
group of G (resp. P) and ( , ), a W-invariant scalar product on 
Hom(T, G,). When P is of classical type (cf. [9, 10, 12]), i.e., the 
associated fundamental weight satisfies the condition 
for every root a, a basis for @‘(G/P, L) (L being the ample generator of 
Pic(G/P)) was constructed in [12] (see also [9]) as a generalization of the 
classical Hodge-Young Theory (cf. [4, 51). This basis, denoted { p(ll, cc)}, 
is indexed by admissible pairs (cf. [9, 10, 121) in W/W, (we recall below 
the definition of admissible pairs); in fact it is shown in [12] that 
~(GJP,, L,) has a basis {P(I, ,D)} indexed by admissible pairs in W/W, 
(and for any field k, p(l, p) = P(i, p) @ 1). 
Given a maximal parabolic subgroup P and a w E W, let X,(w) = 
BWP (mod P) with the canonical reduced structure be the Shubert variety 
in G/P associated to w. Let X,(w)] denote the element of the Chow ring of 
G/P, determined by X,(w). If H denotes the unique codimension one 
Schubert subvariety in G/P, then it can be shown that 
CxAw)l . CH1 =C diCxP(wi)l, d, > 0, 
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where . denotes multiplication in the Chow ring of G/P and X,(w,) runs 
over all the Schubert varieties of codimension one in X,(w). We call di the 
(intersection) multiplicity of X,(wi) in [X,(w)] [H]. 
A pair (4, w) of Weyl group elements in W/W, (P being of classical 
type) is called an admissible pair (cf. Definition 2.5) if either 4 = w (in which 
case it is called a trivial admissible pair) or 4 #w and there exist 
M> 1 <i<r, $i~ WjW, such that 
(i) fj=$i >&> ..* >#,= w. 
(ii) X,($i) is a Schubert divisor in X,(#i- ,) with intersection mul- 
tiplicity 2 in [X,(di- i)] . [HI, 2 < i< r. 
For w E W, let X(w) = BwB (mod B) with the canonical reduced structure 
be the Schubert variety in G/B associated to w. In [ 123 it is shown (cf. [ 12, 
Theorem 10.31) that G being classical of rank n, the ideal sheaf I(w) of 
X(w) in G/B is generated by 
( 1) (1, p) is an admissible pair in W/ Wq, 1 Q j < n 
}. (1) 
where Xp,(w(j)) denotes the projection of X(w) under the canonical map 
G/B -+ G/P,. Using (1) it is shown in [ 151 (cf. [ 15, Proposition 31) that for 
r < w, the Zariski tangent space T(w, r) to X(w) at e, (the point in G/B 
corresponding to r) is spanned by {X-,, /3~t(d +)/for all (2, cl) such that 
X-,p(J., cl) = cp(z), CE~*, ~(1, P)(~(,,,) & O> (here A+ denotes the set of 
positive roots relative to B, X-, denotes the element in the Chevalley basis 
of Lie G associated to the root -j? and p(z) denotes the (extremal weight) 
vector p(t, r) corresponding to the trivial admissible pair (7, r)). Denoting 
by {Q(& p)), the Z-basis of the Z-dual of p(G,/P,, L,) dual to the basis 
{ P(& p)}, it can be seen easily that X_,p(;l, p) = cp(z), c E k* if and only if 
in the Z-linear combination for X8Q(z) (in terms of Q(0,S)‘s) Q(& cl) 
occurs with a coefficient hat is nonzero in k. Thus the determination of the 
singular locus of X(w) is reduced to the computation of X-, Q(r), r < w, 
fi E r(A + ). 
In [14] we made explicit computations of X-,Q(t) for the symplectic 
group case using the results of [13], especially the explicit description of 
{QV, PL)} in the case of classical groups and as a consequence we showed 
that the Schubert varieties X(w) in SL(2n)/B, w E W(Sp(2n)) “behave well” 
with respect to the involution rr: SL(2n) + SL(2n), A -+ E(‘A)-‘E-l, 
A E SL(2n), where E= (-9, g), J being (T.. ’ A),,,,; that is, for 
WE W(Sp(2n)) if X(w) (resp. Y(w)) denotes the Schubert variety in 
SL(2n)/B (resp. Sp(2n)/B”) associated to w (here B is the group of upper 
triangular matrices in SL(2n)), then 
Y(w) = X(w)” scheme-theoretically. 
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In this paper, we make explicit computations of XBQ(r) for the special 
orthogonal group SO(2n + 1) using the results of [ 131 and as a con- 
sequence we obtain (cf. Propositions 5.1 and 5.2) explicit descriptions of 
singular loci of Schubert varieties (results similar to Theorem 1 of [ 151). 
(We may observe that Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 are line improvements over 
Proposition 3 of [ 153.) In addition, we also obtain the following important 
result (cf. Theorem 5.12). 
Let Q: SL(2n + 1) + SL(2n + 1) be the involution A + E(‘A)-‘E-l, 
where E=(‘:: ‘&n+1x2n+1 (note that E-‘=E). For a 
w E H’(SO(2n + l)), let X(w) (resp. Y(w)) be the Schubert variety in 
SL(2n + 1 )/B (resp. SO(2n + 1 )/B”) associated to w. Now Y(w) may not be 
equal to X(w)’ scheme-theoretically. In this paper we characterize (cf. 
Theorem 5.12) the w’s for which Y(w) = X(w)’ scheme-theoretically. It 
should be remarked that for an arbitrary w E W(SO(2n + l)), Y(w) = X(w)” 
set theoretically (this follows, e.g., from the fact that the Bruhat order in 
W(SO(2n + 1)) is simply the order induced by the Bruhat order in 
W(SL(2n+ l))( =SZn+l) (cf. [16], e.g.). 
We plan to get a similar result, i.e., a characterization of the “good w’s” 
for W(SO(2n)). This problem in the even orthogonal case gets more com- 
plicated in view of the fact that the Bruhat order in W(SO(2n)) is not the 
induced order (induced from the Bruhat order in W(SL(2n))). In fact for 
some w’s in W(S0(2n)), X(w)’ is not even irreducible (in particular for 
such “bad w’s,” Y(w) is not equal to X(w)” even set theoretically. Still, we 
hope to take care of the problem of characterizing the “good w’s” in 
W(S0(2n)), i.e., the w’s in w(SO(2n)) for which Y(w) =X(w)O scheme 
theoretically (the results will appear in a subsequent paper (cf. [ 181) and 
get an intrinsic description of the Bruhat order in w(SO(2n)) (to be very 
precise, by studying the “bad w’s” in W(SO(2n)), we hope to bring out the 
relationship of the Bruhat order and the induced order and show that it is 
the behavior of the “bad w’s” in W(SO(2n)) (i.e., the w’s for which 
Y(w) # X(w)O scheme-theoretically) which is the reason for the Bruhat 
order in W(SO(2n)) being different from the induced order. 
The sections in this paper are organized as follows: Section 1 contains 
notations and preliminaries. Section 2, contains definitions of classical fun- 
damental weights, admissible pairs, etc. In Section 3, we describe, 
W(SO(2n + 1)) as a subgroup of SZn + , , the Bruhat order in 
W(SO(2n + 1)) the involution (T, Chevalley basis for Lie(SO(2n + 1)). We 
also prove some lemmas required for the results in Section 5. In Section 4, 
we make explicit computations of X-@Q(r), z E W, /?ET(A+) and in Sec- 
tion 5, using the computations of KBQ(z), we obtain an explicit descrip- 
tion of singular locus of a Schubert variety (cf. Propositions 5.1 and 5.2) 
using which we prove the main result (cf. Theorem 5.12) giving a charac- 
terization of the w’s for which Y(w) = X( w)O, scheme-theoretically. 
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1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let G, be a semi-simple, simply connected Chevalley group scheme over 
the ring of integers Z (for many basic facts on Chevalley groups see [17]). 
We fix a maximal torus subgroup scheme T, and a Bore1 subgroup scheme 
B, containing T,. We talk of roots, weights, etc., with respect o T, and B,. 
The Weyl group scheme N( T,)/T, (N( T,) = normalizer of T,) is a constant 
group scheme and hence we talk of the Weyl group W of G,. Let Q, be a 
parabolic subgroup scheme of G, containing B, and W,, the Weyl group 
of Q,. For r E W/ WQ, let X,(r) denote the Schubert subscheme associated 
to r, namely, the Zariski closure of B,z in G,/Qz endowed with the 
canonical reduced structure. For any field k, the base change of X,(r) by 
Speck + Spec Z coincides with the Schubert variety Xk(r), the Zariski 
closure of B,r in Gk/Qk, endowed with the canonical reduced structure (cf. 
[12, Corollary 9.8(d)]) (here, for any field k, we denote the objects 
obtained by the base change Speck -+ Spec Z with the suffix k). 
Recall that we have a canonical partial order in W/W, defined as 
follows: For r,, r2 in WjW,, we say that r, 3 r2 if X,(r,) SA',JT~) (this 
partial order in W/We can also be defined in a combinatorial manner). 
Recall that dim X,(T) = l(t), where 1 denotes the length function on W/W,. 
Let P, be a maximal parabolic subgroup scheme of G, containing B,, 
with associated fundamental weight o. For T E W/W,, let us denote by 
[X,(T)] (k a field) the element of the Chow ring, Ch(G,/P,) of G,JB,, 
determined by X,(T). Let H, denote the unique codimension one Schubert 
subvariety of G,/P,. It can be shown that 
Cxk(‘)I . [H/cl =I d<CXk(4i)l, d, > 0. 
where . denotes multiplication in Ch(G,/P,) and the summation on the 
r.h.s. runs over the set of aN Schubert subvarieties of X,(T) of codimension 
one. By a formula of Chevalley (cf. [2]), the di is expressed in the form 
where ai is given by I+~~=s~,T. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We call di the multiplicity of .Y,(di) in X,(T) and 
denote it by m(di, T). 
We wish to recall the following result (cf. [S, 123) which will be used 
later. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let T E W and let z = #s, where s, is a simple reflection and 
5 > (6= zs,. Then for any WE W such that z> w, we have either, w <d or 
w = w’s, for some w’ < 4. 
2. CLASSICAL FUNDAMENTAL WEIGHTS AND ADMISSIBLE PAIRS 
DEFINITION 2.1 (cf. [9, 121). A fundamental weight o (or equivalently 
the associated maximal parabolic subgroup scheme P, or Pk) is said to be of 
classical type if 
J(w,cx*)[ (=2H)42, foreveryrootcl. 
If o is of classical type, then by the formula of Chevalley (cf. Sect. l), it 
follows that d,< 2. It can be seen that conversely, if di< 2 for every 
r E W/W,, then P is of classical type (di being as in Definition 1.1). 
Remark 2.2 If Gk is a classical group then every maximal parabolic 
subgroup of Gk is of classical type and conversely it can easily be seen (e.g., 
referring to the tables in [ 11) that if every maximal parabolic subgroup of 
G, is of classical type then Gk is classical. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let Xk($i) be a Schubert divisor in X,(T) (where di, 
r E W/W,) with multiplicity di (cf. Definition 1.1). If di = 2, then we refer to 
X,(4i) as a double divisor in X,(T). 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (cf. [9, 123). Let X,(d) be a double divisor in Xk(7), 
where z, 4 E Wf W,, P being a maximal parabolic subgroup of classical type. 
Then 5 = s,$ for some simple root CC. 
DEFINITION 2.5 (cf. [9, 121). Let r, #E W/W,, where P is a parabolic 
subgroup of classical type. The pair (r, 4) is said to be an admissible pair if 
either 
(1) r = 4 (in which case it is called the trivial admissible pair) or 
(2) there exists a chain 
5=ZO>tl>T2> ... >z,=q& 
where Xk(ri+ 1) is a Schubert divisor in X,(z,) occurring with multiplicity 2 
(i.e., X,(r,+ r) is a double divisor in Xk(ri)), 0 < i< r - 1. 
Remark 2.6. Whenever (r, 4) is a nontrivial admissible pair, we refer to 
a chain as in (2) as a double chain or a double path. In fact, we have, (cf. [3, 
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Proposition 4.21) if (z, 4) is a nontrivial admissible pair, then any chain (or 
path) from T to 4 is double. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Given w E W/W, and an admissible pair (t, 4) in 
W/W,, (T, 4) is said to be an admissible pair on X(w), if w > T. 
3. THE GROUP W(SO(2n + 1)) AND ITS BRUHAT ORDER 
In this section, as well as the sections that follow, we fix our base field k 
and denote Gk, Pk, Bk etc. by just G, P, B etc. 
The set We of minimal representatives for WI W,. Given a parabolic sub- 
group Q, the set WQ is given by 
wQ= {WE W/l(ws,)=l(w)+ 1, ccESQ} 
(here S, denotes the set of simple roots associated to Q). For w E We, the 
Schubert variety X(w) in G/B maps birationally onto its image under the 
canonical projection G/B 1 G/Q. In particular, we have dim X(w) = 
dim z(X( w)). 
A. The Special Linear Group Sl(n) 
Let G = SL(n). It is well known that W= S, and for Q being the 
maximal parabolic subgroup P, given by 
we have 
WPd= {(i)=(i 1 ,..., id)/1 < i, < i2 < . . < i, < n }. 
Partial order in W(SL(n)) 
For wi =(a, .**a,) and w,=(6, . . . b,), it can be easily seen that 
(*) w,>w,ofor l<d<n-1, the d-tuple {b,,...,b,} arranged in 
ascending order is 2 the d-tuble {a, ,..., ad} arranged in ascending order 
(here, for two d-tuples (x ,,..., xd), (y, ,..., yJ) where 1 <x, -C x2 < 1’. < 
xd<n and 1 6y,<y2< ... <yd<n, by (xi ,..., xd)a(yl ,..., yd) we mean 
x, > y,, 1 i t < d). Note that the condition (*) is equivalent to the con- 
dition that rrd(X(w2)) 2 z,(X(w,)), 1 < d<n- 1, red being the canonical 
projection G/B + G/P,, 1 < d < n - 1. 
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The Special Orthogonal Group So(2n -t 1). Let 1/ be a (2n + l)-dimen- 
sional k-vector space together with a nongenerate symmetric bilinear form 
( , ). Taking the matrix of the form ( , ) (with respect o the standard basis 
{e i ,..., e,,+,}ofV)tobeE=(‘j’: * & + , x 2n + , , we may realize G = So( V) 
as the fixed point set of a certain involution CJ on H= SL( V). Namely 
G = H” where 0‘: H -+ H is given by o(A) = ,?(‘A)-‘E. Thus 
G = So( 2n + 1) = {A E SL( 2n + 1 )/‘A,%4 = E} 
= {A E SL(2n + l)/E(‘A)-‘E=A} (note E-’ = E) 
= H”. 
Let T(G) = (T(H))“; B(G) = (B(H))“. Then it follows that T(G) is a 
maximal torus in G and B(G) is a Bore1 subgroup in G. Further 
T(G) = 
Also, it can be seen easily that 
LieG=(AEM2nIE’AE+A=O}. 
We note that the following hold. (cf. [ll]): 
(I) Let N(T(G)) be the normalizer of T(G) in G. Then N( T(H)) is 
stable under 0 and 
NT(G)) = (NT(W)“. 
(II) The canonical map 
NT(G)VT(G) + NT(H))IT(W 
is an inclusion, i.e., W(G) can be canonically identified as a subgroup of 
WH)( = S,, + 1). 
(III) The involution cr induces an involution on W(H). If 
w=(a,-..a,,+, )E W(H), then a(w)=(b,...b,,+,), where b,=2n+2- 
aznt2 mi. Further 
WC) = (VWY’ 
481/108/2-l I 
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and hence 
1 (l)a,=2n+2-a,,+,&,, W(G)= (Q,~..G,+,)E~~,,+, l,<i<22n+landi#n+l . (2)a,+, =n+ 1 1 
Thus NJ = (a, . . . uZn + i ) E W(G) will be known, once (ai . . . a,) is known. 
(IV) Denoting R(H) (resp. R+(H)) the set of roots of H with respect 
to T(H) (resp. the set of positive roots with respect o B(H)), we can iden- 
tify (cf. (1)) R(H) with {q-sj, i#j, 1 <i, j<2n+l} and R+(H) with 
{sj--sj, 1 Qi<j,<2nf l} (here, {E;}, 1 <ig2n+ 1 denotes the canonical 
basis of X( Tz,,+ i) = Hom( r,,, , , G,), Tz,+, being the maximal torus in 
Gf(2n f 1) consisting of all the diagonal matrices). We see easily that cr 
induces an involution on X( T,, + ,), namely 
d&i)= -&2n+2-r, lQi62n+l. 
Further o leaves R(H) (resp. R+(H)) stable and R(G) (resp. R+(G)) can 
be identified with the orbit space under c of R(H) (resp. R+(H)) minus the 
fixed point set under (r. Hence we have, 
i 
Ej - Ej, 1 <i<j<n 
R+(G)= ci+cj, l<i<j<n 
Ei, 1 <i<n. 
(V) The simple roots in R+(G) are given by {si--si+,, 1 <i<n- 1 
and 6,). Let us denote by {ri}, 1 Q i< n the simple reflections in W(G), 
namely, 
and 
ri = reflection with respect o E; - E;+ , , 1 < i < n - 1 
r,, = reflection with respect o E,. 
Then we have (cf. [l, p. 53]), 
(here si denotes the transposition (i, i + 1 ), 1 < i < 2n in S2,, + , ). 
VI. For w E W(G). Denoting by I(w, W(G)) the length of w in W(G), 
i.e., the length of a reduced expression of w with respect to the simple 
reflections {r,}, 1 < i< n, in W(G), we have 
4w, W(G)) = UMw, W(H)) -m(w)), 
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where m(w) = #(i/l < i<n, ai> n}, w being the permutation w = 
(~1~~~~2,,,)~ 
(VII) For w E W(G), denoting by C(w, G/B(G)) the Schubert cell in 
G/B(G), defined by W, we have, C(w, H/B(H)) is stable under u and 
C(w, G/B(G)) = (‘3~ WWW)“. 
(VIII) 1 <d< n, let Pd be the maximal parabolic subgroup of G 
corresponding to the simple root ad. Then W(G))‘4 the set of minimal 
representatives of 
(1) l<a,<a,< ... <u,<2n+l 
(u,...ud) t2) ‘iZn+‘~lGiGd 
(3) for 1 <j< 2n + 1, ifje (u ,,..., ad}, 
then 2n + 2 -j 4 { ur ,..., ad} I 
(IX) For ~~=(a,.-.a,,+,), w2=(bl...bz,,+,), wl, w,EW(G), we 
have w1 > w2 e the d-tuple {a r ,..., ud arranged in ascending order} is 2 the 
d-tuple {b, ,..., bd arranged in ascending order 1 <d 6 n (cf. [16, 
Corollaries 5(A)-(D)]). Thus the partial order on W(G) is induced by the 
partial order on W(H). 
Reduced Expressions for Elements of W 
For 1 < i < n, let ri denote the reflection with respect to the simple root 
ai. Let 
ui = riri+ , ...~~-,r~r~-,...r~+~r~. 
Then we have (cf. [6, Proposition B.11) any w E W is of the form 
(*I w=u;u;.-.u;, l(w) = i l(u:), 
i= I 
wherefor 1~i~n,ujiseitherIdorr,r,_,...riforsomet,i~t~n-lor 
r,r,+ 1 --.rnrn-,“’ ri for some t, i < t < n (in other words for 16 i < n, u! is 
either Id or a right end segment of uj). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let WE W and us a permutation, let w = 
(d,.+.d,*-.4n+~) ( w ere, h recall that d:=2n+2-d,, l<i<2n+l; here 
i’=2n+2-i, l<i<2n+l;note inparticular that d,,+,=n+l). Thenfor 
l<i<n, d,>n ifund only ifU~>S”S,-1**.Si. 
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ProoJ Let us write 11: = du,! 6 where 6’= u: 
As elements of the symmetric group S,, + , , let 
0=(a,.~‘a,,+,), 
~=(C,.~.C*n+,). 
From the definition of u(, it is clear 
c, = t, l<t<i. 
u:-, and S=u:+,...u:,. 
(1) 
Also in view of (*) above, we have for i < j 6 n, I(&,) = r(O) + 1. Hence 
8(ori) >O, i<j<n (recall (cf: [7], e.g.) that given any 7~ W, W being the 
Weyl group of any semi-simple algebraic groups and a simple reflection s,, 
Z(rs,) = I(t) + 1 if and only if r(a) > 0). Now 
qq= ;“J-&u,,l 1 
if j<n 
% if j=n. 
Hence @cl,) > 0, i 6 j 6 n implies that 
ai-cai+, < ... <a,<n (2) 
(recall that the positive roots in W(SO(2n + 1)) are given by E/- E,, 
E, + a,, 1 < I < m 6 n and E,, 1 < 16 n). Now u,! as a permutation is given by 
.i- 1 t+ 1 i(i+ l)... t- 1 t...n) if U; = r,rr- 1 . . ri 
forsomet,i<t<n-1 
*..i-l t’i(i+l)*..t-1 t+l.*.n) ifU:=r,r,+,...rnrn-,...ri 
forsomet, ldt<n 
(here, we have indicated only the first n entries in u(, since for any 
r E W(So(2n + l)), T as an element of S2,, + i is determined by its first n 
entries, as remarked earlier in this section). Now, using (l), we obtain that 
in the permutation U; 6, the ith entry is t + 1 or t’ according as u,! is 
rrr,- 1 .** ri for some t, i<t<n--1 or rrrt+l..‘rnrn-,..‘ri for some t, 
i < t < n. Hence the ith entry in tIu,! 6 is a,, , or a; according as U( is 
rrrl- 1 ‘*.ri, t<n- 1 or rtrI+l..‘r,r,-, . .. ri, t <n. In either case note that 
t 2 i. Now the required result follows in view of (2). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Chevalley Basis for Lie( SO( 2n + 1)) 
Now the involution 6: SL(2n + 1) + SL(2n + l), A ++ E(‘A)-‘E, induces 
an involution 
~7: sl( 2n + 1) + sl( 2n + 1 ), 
AI-+ -E’AE. 
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In particular, we have, for 1 < i, j < 2n + 1, 
o(E,) = -Ey;., 
where i’=2n+2-i, j’=2n+2-j. 
Further 
LieG={AEsZ(2n+l)/E’AE+A=O}. 
From this, it can be easily seen that the Chevalley basis {H,, a simple, 
X+,, fl, a positive root} for Lie G may be given as follows: 
H E~-Et+I=~ii-~i+l,i+l +E~j+l,,,(i+I)‘-Ej’~, 
Hen = 2(&m - E,w), 
X+E,= E,- Eff, 
Xc8 + Ei = E,, - Ej,, 
XcI=Ein+l-En+~i’~ 
Xc+ = Eji- E,.,., 
X - (6, + t.,)= E/i - E<j, 
X-e,=En+li-Ern+1- 
For the rest of this section we shall prove some lemmas which will be 
used in Section 5. Let W = W(SO(2n + 1)) and for 1 < i < 2n + 1, let 
i’=2n+2-i. Let 
PI =(:n,2-i ;; ;;;,, 
, 
(note Ii1 <n). As observed above (cf. (III)), as an element of SZn+ 1, any 
q5~ W, say ~=(u,u*...u Zn+ r), is determined by the first n entries a,,..., a, 
and henceforth we shall represent any 4 in W by just its first n entries 
a, ,***, a,, . further #,=(a, . ..a.,)>&= (b,..*b,) if and only if, for every d, 
1 <d<n, the d-tuple {a,,..., ad} arranged in ascending order is 2 the 
d-tuple { 6, ,..., bd} arranged in ascending order (cf. (IX)). In the sequel, 
given two d-tuples X= {x, ,..., x,}, Y = { y, ,..., yd}, we shall write X> Y 
to mean that the d-tuple {x,,..., xd} arranged in ascending order is 
2 { Yl,..., yd} arranged in ascending order. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let qS = (a, . . . a,) E W (= W(SO(2n + 1)). Let us fix an 
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integer i, 1 <i<n and let d,=(b, . ..b.) where b,=ai, 1 < j<i- 1 and bi, 
j> i are recursive1.v defined as 
For i< j<n 
if aj>n 
where mi = maxi (ai1 ,..., IanI f, ifa; < n. 
where 
b, = aj if a, > n and aj # Xi( 4) 
ml otherwise, 
Nj-I)=[ {lb11,-., lb j-11} in {l,..., n}. 
mj=max in B(j- 1). 
Then for any a, E Xi(#), a, < 6,. 
Proof Consider a,E X,(d). Let {c,,..., c,} be the complement of 
{ IhI,..., lb,- ,I> in (L..., n}, arranged in ascending order. By our definition 
of b,, we have 
6, = CL. (1) 
Let a, = 6, for some S, i < s < r. The fact that b,( =a,) #a, implies (by our 
definition of b,) that lb,/ = max in [ { lb11 ,..., lb,- ,I} in { I,..., n}. From this, 
we obtain, 
lbsl ’ c,, (2) 
(note that 1 {lb,1 ,..., lb,-,I} in (l,..., n} is GC {lb11 ,..., lb,-ll} in {I ,..., n}, 
since r>s). Using (2), we obtain 
a, < CL (3) 
(since b, = a,). From (1) and (3) we obtain a, <b,, a, E X,(4). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2 
Remark 3.3. Notations as in Lemma 3.2, for ia j< n, we have bj > n 
(clear from the definition of bj) 
COROLLARY 3.4. Notations being as in Lemma 3.2, we have b,B ai, 
1 d j < n. In particular we have di 2 4. 
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Proqf. Now aj= bj, 1 <j< i- 1 and for j> i, bj> aj, if ajE Xi(#) (cf. 
Lemma 3.2). Hence it remains to show that if aj 6 X,(4), j > i, then bj > aj. 
Now aj 4 X,(d) implies either aj < n in which case bj > n 2 aj or aj > n (and 
a,$ X,(4)) in which case bj = aj (by the definition of bj). Thus bj> aj, 
1~ j d n. The second part of the corollary is immediate from this. 
LEMMA 3.5. Notations being as in Lemma 3.2, let Iail = r. For i<d<n, 
let sd be defined as 
max{r, Iad+ II,..., la,l> if d<n--l 
Sd= 
r, if d=n. 
Then, we have, for i < d < n 
{b 1 ,..., bd} 2 {al ,..., hi,..., ad, &} 
(for two d-tuples X= (x1 ,..., x,}, Y= {y, ,..., y,} (recall that) by X> Y we 
mean, the d-tuple {x1 ,..., x,} arranged in ascending order is > the d-tuple 
{ yl,..., y,} arranged in ascending order). 
Proof. If ai = r’, then {a, ,..., a, ,..., ad} > {al ,..., di ,..., ad, s&} (since 
ai = r’ 2 s; (note that by our definition of sd, sd> r, i < d < n)) and the 
result follows (since di= (b, .** b,) is 24 (cf. Corollary 3.4)). Let us then 
assume a, = r. For d = i, we have obviously ) b,l = si and hence (6, ,..., bi) 2 
{a 1 ,..., ai- 1, si} (in fact, they are equal). Let us then assume the result to be 
true for all j, i < j < d. We shall now prove the result for d+ 1. Now, if 
sd=sd+l, then the facts (b, ,..., bd} > (a, ,..., f& ,..., ad, s&} (by induction 
hypothesis) and bd+ i > ad+, (cf. COrOllary 3.4)) imply {b, ,,.., bdr bd+ 1} < 
{a ” , ,..., ai ,..., ad, s;, i, ad+ i >. Let us then assume sd# sd+ i. This, in par- 
ticular, implies sd= Iad+ r 1. We now claim 
lbdc 11 dsd+ 1 
We prove claim (*) by distinguishing the following two cases. 
(*I 
Case 1. { Ibil,..*, lbd+ 11 > = { lail,-v bd+l ) >. This implies I b,J = r for 
some k, i<k<d+ 1. We claim that Jbd+l( d Ib,(; for, if Jbkl < Ibd+LJ, then 
this would imply in particular lb,J Zmax in { (b,J,..., lb,) > and hence we 
would obtain bk=ak (by the definition of bk (cf. Lemma 3.2)). But 
(b,l = r = a, (by our assumption). This then implies k = i and ai = r’ (since 
ai = bj and bi> n (cf. Remark 3.3)). But this is not possible since ai = r (by 
our assumption). Thus we obtain lb,, i) 6 lbkl = r < sd+ , (by the definition 
of sj, i > j < n, we have sj 2 r). From this claim (*) follows in this case. 
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Case 2. { Jb,l,..., lb,+ ,I} # { Iail ,..., la,, ]I }. This then implies that for 
some k, idk<d+ 1, lbkl= layI where q>d+2. Now Jb,l = layI <sd+,. 
We now claim that 16,l > lb,, r I; for, Ib,( < (6,+ ,I would imply (as in 
case 1) bk = ak. But this is not possible, since by our assumption lbkl = la,l, 
where q>d+2 while k<d+ 1. Hence we obtain lb,+,1 6 lb,1 = layI <s,+, 
and the claim (*) follows from this. 
Now the facts {b ,,..., bd} > {al ,..., 4, ,..., ad, s;} and bd+ 1 as;+, (cf. (*) 
above and also Remark 3.3) imply that (6, ,..., b,, bd+,) 2 
{a, ,..., Bi ,..., ad, ad+, , s;, r 1 (note that &= la,, II’ 2 ad+ 1, since, by our 
assumption, sd = Iad+ 1 I). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let w E W be such that in w = (d, . . . d,,) 
ifd,>n for some I, 1 <ldn then d,,,>n for all I<mdn. (*I 
Fix an integer i, 1 < i < n, such that di > n. Let 4 = (a, ... a,) E w and let 
w>#. Let #i=(b, . . ’ b,) be the element as defined in Lemma 3.2. Then 
W>di 
Proof (by induction on Z(w)). As our starting point of induction we con- 
sider w = (d, ... d,) where d, < d2 < ..* cd,,. Let t be the least integer such 
that d, > n (note t < i). Now the assumption d, < d2 -C . . . < d,, in particular 
implies that 
4 2 ai, l<l<n. (1) 
(since w B 4). We now claim 
dj&bj, 1 <j&n. (**I 
Ifj < i, then b, = aj and (**) is obvious (since di > aj; cf. ( 1)). Let then j > i. 
Again, if bj= aj, then (**) is immediate (since dia aj; by (1)). Let then 
bj#aj. Now for 1 <rdt- 1, we have a,dd,dn. Let 
and 
X=[ {a 1 ,..., a, ~ l > in {l,..., n} 
Y= [ {d ,,..., d,- 1} in { l,..., n} 
Then the entries in X arranged in ascending order > the corresponding 
entries in Y (arranged in ascending order) (obvious). Let P,,..., pi-, be the 
entries in Y corresponding to I b, ( ,..., I bi- r I in X (note the set X is simply 
{lb,-, I ,..., (b,l}, since b,=a, for 1 <r < i (cf. Lemma 3.2)). Let 
{4j,**.9 4n) = C {P,,..., Pj- 11 in Y, SO that {qjv*.*,qn)<{lbjIs Ibj+lI,...v 
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I b, I}. Now our assumption bj#aj implies (by the definition of 
bj)l bjl = max in { I b,l, 1 bj+ i I,..., I b, (1. In particular we have 
qrd Ibjlv j<r<n. (2) 
NOW if ldjl E {qj,.ee,qn}, then ldjl < lbjl (cf. (2)) and hence dj= Idjl’>- 
Ibil’= bj. If ldjl 4 (qj,..., qn}, this then implies that for some k, t < k<j, 
1 dk I E {qj,..., qn} in which case we have dj > dk B bj (note that dk > n, by our 
definition of t, and I dk I < I bjl ; cf. (2)). Thus in either case we obtain 
dj > bj. This completes the proof of the claim (**) above and hence also the 
proof of the lemma in the case d, < d2 < ..* cd,, (the starting point of 
induction). 
Now let w = (d, . . . d,) be such that for some j, 1 <j < n - 1, dj > d, + , . 
Let w’ = wsj where sj is the reflection in W with respect to the root 
Ej-Ej+ ,. (note that d,> dj+ 1). If w’> 4, then by induction hypothesis we 
obtain W’ZC$~ (note that w’ satisfies the condition (*) in the proposition 
and the ith entry in w’ is > n). Let then w’ ~5 4. This in particular implies 
that w’(j) 3 4(j) (h ere, for any element 19 E W and any r, 1 < r < n we denote 
by 19~~) theprojection of f3 under the canonical projection W + W/W,, W, 
being the Weyl group of the maximal parabolic subgroup associated to the 
simple root a,). Now the facts w’(‘) = wCr), r # j, w’(j) = (d, . . . d,- ,d,+ 1), 
w 2 C$ and w’ 3 4 imply that dj+ , 8 aj, i.e., aj > dj+ , . 
Let 4’ = &, so that w’ > 4’ (cf. Lemma 1.2) and 4 > 4’ (in particular we 
have aj> aj+ ,). To prove w B di, we now distinguish the following two 
cases. 
Case 1. j< i. 
If j -C i - 1, then it is easily seen that di = &sj and w’ 2 & (by induction 
hypothesis) implies w > di, as required. Let then j= i- 1. We have, by 
induction hypothesis w’ > $i-, (note that the (i - 1)th entry in w’ is d, > n). 
Now aj=ai-,>d,+, = di > n and we see easily that di = c$- 1sj (this is 
clear if ai > n; if ai 6 n, then the (i - 1)th entry in #i- 1 is in fact bi (refer to 
Lemma 3.2 for notations) (note that the (i- 1)th entry in #i- i cannot 
be ai- ,, for, we would then obtain wt(i) = w’(i- 1) 2 ($;.‘iy 1) = 
(a, ... ai-*ai- i) = $“- ‘) = #(I), which is not true; since w’(j) 2 4(j)). From 
this we obtain w 2 di (since w’ > &, ). 
Case 2. j > i. 
In this case, we have aj> n (since aj> dj+ , > n, as j+ 1 > i). Let &= 
(e, . ..e.), bi=(b, ..eb,,) (cf. Lemma 3.2). We have ejcaj; for, otherwise 
ejaaj together with the fact &(j-*)= {e ,,..., ej_,} >4’(j-‘)= {a ,,..., ai-,} 
(since &a 4’) would imply #I”‘= (e, ,..., ejP1, ej) 2 (a, ,..., ajp ,, aj) = d(j) 
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and this in turn would imply u”(” > bci’ (since W’ > 4;). But this is not true 
(by our assumption ~1”~) 2 d(‘)). Thus 
e.i < aj (1) 
Also, e,=h,, l<r<j (obvious) and hence {leil, Ie,+,I,..., Ie,I}={lb,I, 
I bj+ 1 I 9”‘) ) b,[ }. From these we conclude that aj$ Xi(@) (refer to 
Lemma 3.2 for the definition of X,(4’)); for, if aj E X,(4’), then aj = ek for 
some k, i < k <j + 1 (cf. Lemma 3.2 applied to 4’; note that aj occupies the 
(j + 1 )th position in 4’). In fact we have id k <j (since e, < aj, ek ( =aj) 
cannot be = ej). Thus we obtain aj = bk, for some k, i < k <j, i.e., aj E X,(4) 
also, which then implies ) bj I = max in { I b, I,..., I 6, 1) (by the definition of 6, 
(cf. Lemma 3.2)) and hence I b, I = max in { I ej I ,..., I e, I }. Now this implies 
I ej 1 Q 1 bj 1, i.e., ej 2 bj; but this is not possible, since ej < aj (cf. (1)) while 
b, > aj (cf. Corollary 3.4). Thus we obtain 
aj 4 Xi(@) and aj 4 xi(d) (2) 
Using (1) and (2) we shall now show that 
(rii = q5;sj. (3) 
Now (2) implies 
bj=a,j=ej+, (4) 
(note that aj occupies the jth (resp. (j+ 1)th) position in q5 (resp. 4’)). 
Also, in view of Lemma 3.1, we have 
> n and aj+ i 4 X,(4’) 
otherwise (5) 
and 
Ibj+,l = laj+‘l if aj+, >n and uj+ I t+ Xi(b) 
max in { I bj+ 1 I ,..., lb,, I > otherwise. (6) 
Now from the observations above, we see easily that uj+ i E X,(4’) if and 
only if aj + , E Xi($). Hence in the case a, + , E X,(4’), we have, ej = b, + , = 
and therefore we obtain (using (4) and the fact e, = b,, r #j, j+ 1) 
;.Z(j!S.. 
In th; other case, (namely the case when either a,+, <n or aj+ 1 >n and 
aj+ 1 4 X,(4’)) we have 
I<jI=maxin {lejl, le,+, ,..., I le,l> 
= max in ( I ejl , I ;j+ I I ,..., I e,, I> 
(7) 
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(since lej+ll=lajl<lejl (cf. (1) and (4)). But now the facts that 
Ibj+II,..*, Ib,I)={lejl, Iej+,l,..., le,l} and Ibjl=lej+,l imply that 
(lbjl, 
Ibj+II=maxin {lejl, lgj+ll,..., le,l} (8) 
(recall I bj+, I = max in {bj+ 1 I ,..., I b, ( } ). From (7) and (8) we obtain 
lejl = Ihi+,\ and hence 
ej=bj,, (9) 
(since they are both > n (cf. Remark 3.3)). Now (4) and (9) together with 
the fact e, = b,, I #j, j+ 1, imply that di= &sj. From this we therefore 
obtain w 2 $i (since w’ = wsj is 24: (by induction hypothesis)). This com- 
pletes the proof of Proposition 3.6. 
Remark 3.7. In view of Proposition 3.1, the condition (*) of 
Proposition 3.6, is equivalent to the condition that in 
w=u;...u;, if u; > s,s, _ , . . . s,, for some Z, 1~ I< n, then 
&>s,s,-~.*~s,, for all I<mdn (**) 
(where, recall that for 1 < id n, U: is either Id or a right-end segment of 
l4i = sisi+ , “‘s,_Is,s,~,“‘si+lsi. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let 4, WE W, say ~=(a,...~,,), w=(c~...c,). Let 
u,=r<n. For k<d<n let sd be defined us 
sd= 
i 
max { r9 1 ud+ 1 I ,..., I % 1 } if k<d<n 
r lj- d=n. 
Let w>1+4 undfurtherfor r<t<n, let t’E {c,,..., c”}. Then for k<d<n 
{C 1 ,..., cd} > {a, ,..., b, ,..., ad, s&}. 
Proof. Fix a d, k <d<n. Let 
For convenience of notations let us denote 
Sd = { 1 udc I P’**> 1 ud,,, 1 > 
Then it is clear that 
(arranged in ascending order). 
(1) 
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Now w 3 4 implies in particular that 
ccw, Cd} > {u ,,..., ad}. (2) 
Let x0,..., x, be the entries in {c, ,..., cd} t corresponding to the entries akr 
adl ?..., adm (note that uk = r) in {a, ,..., ad} t . Then the hypothesis that for 
t > r, t’ E {Cl )..., c,} implies that x, > n, 0 < I< m. Hence we obtain 
{X,~..., x,} 2 {d, (n - 1 I’,..., (n - m)‘l. (3) 
From (1) and (3) we obtain 
{x,,-., x,} > {+'*-' ad,,&}. (4) 
The result now follows from (2) and (4) (note that [ {x0,..., x,} in 
{C ,,..., cd} 2 [ (&, adI )...) ad,,,} in (a[ ,..., ad} in view of (2) and our 
definition of x,,,..., x,). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.8. 
4. COMPUTATION OF .KoQ(z) 
With notations as in Section 2, let P be a maximal parabolic subgroup in 
G, with associated fundamental weight cu. Let V, be the irreducible 
G-module (over Q) with highest weight o. Let us fix a highest weight vec- 
tor e in V,. Let U denote the universal enveloping algebra of Lie G and U, 
the canonical Z-form in U, i.e., the Z subalgebra of U spanned by Xvn!, a 
being a root of G. Let U: (resp. U;) be the subalgebra of U, spanned by 
X@! (resp. PJn!), nEN, a, a positive root. Let 
V, = U,e. 
Given r E W, T can be represented by a Z-valued point of N(T,) and we 
denote this by the same t. We set e, = 7 * eE V, (note that e, is well-deter- 
mined up to a unit in Z, i.e., up to f 1). We call {e,} the extremal weight 
vectors in V,. Set 
V,(t) = U: e, and V(t) = V,(t) 8, Q. 
Then we have (cf. [9], [12]). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let z E W/W,, P being a maximal parabolic subgroup of 
classical type. Then there exists a basis { Q(A, p)} of the Z-module V,(r) 
indexed by admissible pairs (A, p) on X(z) having the following properties 
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(1) Q(,l, p) is a weight vector (for the T,-action) of weight 
tm4 + P(W)). 
(2) If W(0) denotes the submodule of V,(z) spanned by all {Q(l, p)} 
such that T>,~>I, then W(e)= V,(O). 
Remark 4.2 (cf. [ 12, Remark 3.81). Once a choice of the extremal 
weight vectors Q(,u)‘s has been made, the construction of Q(1, p) is 
canonical; to be very precise, Q(lL, p) is uniquely determined by the 
admissible pair (A, CL) and is given by 
Q(A P)=JL;..X-~,Q(P), (*) 
where ;1=&>1,>...I,=p, X(&+r) is a divisor in X(2,), &=s,,+,J.~+~, 
O<i<r-1, A=&>A,> . . . > A, = p being any double chain from 1 to p 
(cf. Remark 2.6). Let {P(A, p)} be the basis in I’; dual to {Q(n, I*)} (note 
that I’;= @‘(G,/B,, L,), L, being the ample generator of Pic(GZ/Pz)). 
Then we recall the following theorem (cf. [9], [12]) 
THEOREM 4.3 (First Basis Theorem). The set { P(A, p)} is a basis of 
p(GZ/PZ, L,) having the following properties: 
(1) P(A, p) is a weight vector (for the T,-action) and is of weight 
-W(w)+P(W)). 
(2) Let k be any field. Set p(l, p)= P(I, p)@ 1, p(l, p) being the 
canonical image in @(G, Q k/P, Q k, L, ok) of P(A, p). Then the restriction 
of p(l, p) to X,(r) @ k(T E W/W,) is not identically zero if and only lf~ 2 A. 
Remark 4.4. Now using the results of [9, 123 we also have that for 
r E W/W,,, {p(l, p)/r > A} is a basis for p(X(r), L). Now the bases 
{ P(A, p)} and {Q(n, p)} being dual to each other, each one is determined 
by the other. 
In this section we compute XppQ(r) explicitly for the special orthogonal 
group SO(2n + 1) and use these computations to determine the singular 
loci of Schubert varieties (cf. Sect. 5). As above, let P = P, be the maximal 
parabolic subgroup corresponding to the simple root ad. For d = n, P is 
minuscule (cf. [S]) and we have 
if (r(o), fl*) < 0 
otherwise. 
Let us then assume d<n- 1. We have, p(G/P,, L)z (AdI’)’ (where 
Vxk”‘+l). In particular, we have, the vector Q(r) in /idI’, where 
t=(a,.*. ad) say)) is just the Wedge product e,, A . . . A cad (up to &- 1) 
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(here (e;, 1 <id 2n + 1 } denotes the canonical basis in k2”+‘). In the 
sequel, we shall denote a Wedge product e,, A . .. A ejd where 1 < i, ,..., 
i, < 2n + 1, by just i, A . . . A i,; further we shall write i, A . . . A idf to 
denote the Wedge product e;, A . . . A eid with the suffices i, ,..., i, arranged 
in ascending order. First, we recall the following two results (cf. [13], 
Propositions 4.B.4 and 6.B. 1). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let 4 = (a, ... a,), t = (b, ... bd) be a pair of elements 
in Wp such that 5 > 4. Then (t, 4) is an admissible pair if and only tf the 
following hold 
There exist {c, ,..., c, 1, } d, ,..., d,}, s 2 k such that 
(1) cl < c2 < . ’ * < c,; d, < * *. < dk 
(2) cl ,..., c,, d’, ,..., dkg {al ,..., ad) 
(3) We can write 
{C , ,..., C,} = {XI ,...> xk} U {Z, Y..., Zn,}, (4 ,..., d/c} = {Y, ,...> yk) 
such that the following holds. If c, > d,, then c, = zl. If c, $ dk, then 
xk=c,, 
yk = least integer in {d, ,..., dk} > c,, etc. 
(in particular, we have, x, < ‘.. CX,; z, > z2 > ... > z, and x, < y,, 
1 <l<k). 
(4) Notations as in (3), we have 
(a) foreuery t, x,<t<y,, l<l<k, either t or t’E{a ,,..., ad) 
(b) for every t, z, < t < n, either t or t’ E {a, ,..., ad} 
(5) The d-tuple representing T is obtainedfrom {a, ,..., ad} by replacing 
x,byy,,y;byx;, l<l<kandz,byz:, l<r<m. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let (z, 4) be an admissible pair in Wp; let 
#=(a, . * 9 a,), t = (b, . ..bd). Let {x ,,..., x,}, {y ,,..., yk}, {zl ,..., z,} beas in 
Proposition 4.5. Then the vector Q(z, 4) is given by 
where each 6, is obtained from a, A . . . A adT as per the following rule: 
Corresponding to the pair (x,, y,), 1 <r < k, either x, is replaced by y, or 
y: is replaced by ( - 1 )yrpxr xi and corresponding to zi, 1 <j< m, if m is 
even, then each zj with j even is replaced by ( - 1)” + ‘-+I zj- i and if m is 
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odd, then each zj with j odd is replaced by ( - l)n+ ’ -+-I zJ- ,(j > 1) and zi 
is replaced by n + 1. 
Computation c~fX-~Q(z), 7~ W, fl~7(d+) 
Let 7 = (a, . ..a.n+ la; *..a;) (cf. Sect. 3) and let B= 7(a), where QE A+. 
We now distinguish the following three cases. 
Case 1. a=~~-&~, l<j<k<n. 
jth 
XpBQ(7) = 7X,7-‘zQ(Zd) = 7(e, A *** A ek A ... A ed) 
(note that XP B Q( 7) = 0 if either j > d or k d d). Hence 
+Q(7) = f Q(e), 
where 8 is the d-tuple {al ,..., ij ,..., ad, ak}. 
Case 2. m=&j+&k, 1 <j<k<n. 
We note that X-,Q(r)=O if j>d. We now divide this case into the 
following two subcases. 
Case 2(a). k>d. 
In this case, 
jth 
X-,Q(7)=7X-,Q(Zd)=z(e, A ... A e; A ... A ed). 
Hence 
K,Q(7) = I!I Q(e), 
where 8 is the d-tuple given by (a ,,..., ij ,..., ad, a;} 
Case 2(b). k < d. 
We have, /I = ~(6~ + &k) = E,, + E,,. Let 
s=min{ lajl, iaki>, r=max{ lajl, iakl > 
I= # {t, s < 2 < r/neither t nor t’ E (a, ,..., ad} } 
(recall, for any i, 1 <i< 2n + 1, i’= 2n + 2 -i). Further we define tip 
0 < i < I + 1 as the integers 
s=t,<t,<t,<...<t,<t,,,=r 
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with the property that neither tj nor ti E {a, ,..., a,}, 1 < i < 1. For 0 < i 6 1, 
let 
Pi= {al,..., ci,? rik, rz, rI+ I,..., ud} (arranged in ascending order) 
;li= {Ul )...y 6,~ ciky ti+ 1) ti,..., ad} (arranged in ascending order). 
Proceeding as in Section 4 of [ 141 we obtain (up to f 1) 
a, A ...iij A .” A Uk A a; A ..’ A u,t 
+(-l)'+"+'U,."U,AU~" A (ik A .'. A U,t 
is equal to i ciQ(Ai, pi), ci= (- l)rl+l+sfi. 
i=O 
(1) 
Now using the description of the elements X,, of the Chevalley basis (cf. 
Sect. 3), and proceeding as in Section 4 of [ 141, we see easily that (up to 
fl) 
X-,Q(T) = a, A “‘A~jA.‘.AUkAU;A”‘AU,f 
+(-l)'+"+'U, A’” AU,AUjA... A&A... AU,7 
if one of {ui, ak} <n and the other > n; and 
XeBQ(t)=u, A ... A Ljj A ‘.. A Uk A U; A “’ A U,t 
+(-I) 
r+s+‘+’ a, ,, .‘. ,‘, a/- A a; ,‘, ... A 6, ,, ... ,, a,? 
if either both aj, uk are <n or both are > n. 
In the former case, we obtain (up to + 1) 
J’-,Q(z)= i ciQ(ni, P~)P ci= fl 
1=0 
(cf. (1)). In the latter case, we proceed as follows: 
Let si, 0 < id c be integers such that 
(2) 
so = r < s1 < s2 < . ’ ’ < s, < n 
with the property that neither si nor S:E (a,,..., a,}, 1 < i< c. We define ei, 
di, O<i<c- 1, as 
hi= {al F...Y ad? si, s:+ 1 >((ii, ik), 
Oi= {a,,..., a& Si+l, Si}(tij, (ik). 
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Then we have (cf. Proposition 4.5) (ei, Si) is an admissible pair. Further 
(by Proposition 4.6) 
Q(8i,6i)=al A *.. A L?~A *** A Lik A **. A udA si+, A s;+,t 
+(-l)si+'-s'U1 A “’ A ij A “. A hk A Si A S;.T, 
0 d i < c - 1. From this we see easily that 
U, A “’ A Ud A So A &t (Li,, cik) 
+(-I) 
sc+so+c--l a, A . . . A Ud A 3, A 3; 7 (cij, cik) 
c-1 
= 1 biQ(div hi), where bi=(-l)S1+l+So+i, O<i<c-l.(3) 
i=O 
We now define 8, 6 as 
d= {al,---, Ud, SC-1, sc}(hj? dk), 
O={a 1 ,..., Ud, Sk, s:-l}(dj, fik) 
(note that for every t, s,.- 1 -C t < n, either t or t’ E the d-tuple representing 
6). Hence (by Proposition 4.5) we have (0,6) is an admissible pair; further 
(by Proposition 4.6), we have 
Q(~,6)=(-1)“+1-“c(U, A...AUadAS,A\S:)(~j,Cik,gr-,). 
Now if we denote 
A=Ul A .** A UdA Uk A U;t(hj) 
and 
B= (- l)‘@“+‘ak’+‘~, A *.. A ad A Uj A U;t (a,), 
then we have (up to + 1) 
A + B= 2 CiQ(Ai, pi) (cf. (1)) 
i=O 
and either A or B (depending upon whether IakI>l”jl or IajI>lak 
equal to (up to f 1) 
c-1 
1 >is 
1 biQ(6i,Gi)+(-1)So+C+“+’ Q(@,@. 
i=O 
Further, we have (up to + 1) 
AY_~Q(T) = A -B. 
481/108/2-12 
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From this it follows that (up to + 1) 
where a, hi, ci are _+ 1 (in the case when ai, ak are either both >n or both 
Gn). 
(Note that the above discussion includes the cases either c = 1 or 1= 0. In 
the case, when c = 0, we take, 
6 = tal 3.'*) ud, t[, t/+ l)Cdj3 &!f), 
0 = (a, )...) ad, ti+ 1, tXdj, &A, 
and obtain, cf. Proposition 4.5, that (0, 6) is an admissible pair; further, we 
have cf. Proposition 4.6, 
and we obtain, up to + 1, 
where ci and c are + 1.) 
Case 3. a=.si, lGj<n. 
If j > d, then obviously XpQ(r) = 0. Let then j < d. We have, for j < d< 
n- 1, 
XpQ(~)=X-,e,,(e,, * ... A ea.,) 
= +e,, A ... A P,, A ... A cad A e(,+,). 
Let so = 1 uj 1 and let s, ,..., S, be such that 
So<S1<..‘<S,~n 
and 
neither si nor 3i.E (a,,..., ad}, 1 <i<m. 
We now define A, p as 
1 = {a ,,..., hj ,..., ad, &}. 
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Then we have (in view of Proposition 4.5), (A, p) is an admissible pair, 
further (in view of Proposition 4.6) we have 
Q(n,~)=~e,,r\...~@,~...Ae,r\e(,+,, 
(note that, if no such s, exists, this then implies that for every t, uj < t < n, 
either t or t’ E {u, ,..., a,); in this case, we take p = {al ,..., ij ,..., ad, s,,} and 
il = {a, )...) ij )..., ad, sb)). Thus we obtain in this case 
LBQ(d = kQ(A P). 
This completes the computation of X-,Q(z). 
5. MAIN RESULT-SINGULAR Locus AND CONSEQUENCES 
Let G be of classical type and let n = rank(G). For w E W, let X(,(j)) 
denote the projection of X(w) under G/B --* G/Pj, 1 <j < n (here Pi denotes 
the maximal parabolic subgroup associated to the simple root aj, 1 <i < n). 
Then recall (cf. [12, Theorem 10.31) that the ideal sheaf of X(w) on G/B is 
generated by 
(l)(I,p)isanadmissiblepairin W/Wj, l<j<n 
(2) w(i) -& A(in W/W,) 
(p(& p) being as in Theorem 4.3). Also, recall (cf. [15]) the following: 
Let ZE W be such that w > r so that the point e, (in G/B) E X(w). 
Denoting by U- the opposite big cell in G/B, (r U-z - ’ ) T( = U; t) gives an 
affine neighbourhood of e,). Let J,,, be the Jacobian matrix. 
Jw = II LP(4 Pu)ll 9 a E TV + 1, ~(4 P) E Z(w) 
(here d + denotes the set of all positive roots). We have (cf. [ 151) 
rank of J,,,(f,) = # R( w, T), 
where 
Nwr)={B=(A+)l there exists a p( 1, p) E Z(w) such that 
x-, ~$4 P) = V(T), c E k* 
Now, it is easily seen that X-,p(l, p)=cp(z), c~k* if and only if 
XeBQ(.r) when written as a Z-linear combination of the vectors Q(6,6) 
involves Q(,$ p) with a coefficient hat is nonzero in k. 
As in Section 3, let (r: SL(2n + 1) --* SL(2n + 1) be the involuion defined 
as a(A)=Z?(‘A)-‘Ewhere E=(y.: h),, + i x Zn + 1. Let B be the Bore1 sub- 
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group in SL(2n + 1) consisting of upper triangular matrices. For 
w E W( = W(So(2n -I- 1 )), let f, be the point of So(2n + 1 )/B” associated to 
w and Y(w) the Schubert variety (associated to w). For ~1, r E W, let 
N(w, r) be the set of all /?ET(~+) with the property that for all (2, CL) such 
that Q(& 11) occurs with nonzero coefficient in the Z-linear combination for 
X_,Q(t) (in terms of Q(2, p)‘))s), p(lz, p)lXCwj & 0 (here A+ denotes the set 
of positive roots of So(2n + 1) with respect to B”). 
Let w 2 r and let S(w, z) be the Zariski tangent space of Y(w) at fT. We 
have (in view of Proposition 3, Cl51), S(w,z) is spanned by 
{X,, BE $A + l/f or all (1, p) such that X-,p(2, ,u) = q(t), cE k*, 
P(A P)lX(w, & O}. As remarked above, X-,p(1, p) = q(r), CE k*, if and 
only if Q(I, ,u) occurs in XBQ(r) with a coefficient hat is nonzero in k. 
Now (assuming char k#2) using the explicit computations of X-@Q(t) 
(cf. Sect. 4) we find easily that the coefficient of any Q(2, p) appearing in 
the Z-linear combination for XpBQ(r), remains nonzero in k. Hence we 
obtain 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume char k # 2. Then S(w, t) is spanned by 
{X,, BENW 4). 
Given w, r E W where w > 7, the following proposition gives a necessary 
and sufficient condition for a p E z(A + ) to be in N( w, r). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let w, ? E W be such that w 2 z. Let /3 E 7(A + ), say 
B=~(a),~(~A+.Further,Zet~=(a,...a,(n+l)al,...a;). Thenwehauethe 
following: 
(1) Let a=Ej-Ek, 1 <j<k<n. Then 
(2) Let a=ej+Ek, 1 <j<k<n. 
Let s (resp. r) be the minimum (resp. maximum) of { 1 ujj, 1 ak ) }. 
(a) Let one of { aj, ak} < n and the other > n. Then 
w(j) 2 {a 1 ,..., a,-- 1, 4> 
SENW, ?I- 
I 
WCk) 2 {a, )...) a,- 1, r, s’}C(ijv ak) 
WC”) 2 sgz 
(b) Let a/, ak be either both > n or both < n. For k <d< n - 1, let 
sCCd) be the largest integer, r c s,(,) G n such that sCCdI $ ( 1 a, I,..., 
1 ad 1 >. (If no such integer exists, we let sCCdJ =r). 
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Then 
(3) Let a=Ej, l<j<n. 
For j < d < n - 1, let s,,,(~) be such that 1 aj) -C s,,,(~) < n and s+) $ 
{ 1 al I,..., 1 ad 1 }. (if no such smCd) exists, we let s,,+,) = I uj I ). Then 
Proof (1 
have 
)Let @=&j-&k, l<j<k<n. Then for any d, l<d<n, we 
*-PQ(~) = 
0 ifeitherj>dork<d 
+ Q(sar) otherwise. - 
From this (1) is immediate. 
(2) Let a=&j+Ek, l<j<k<n. Then, for any d, l<d<n, we have 
XMPQ(r) = 0 if j> d. Let then j < d. Then from our computations above of 
XMBQ(7), we have (up to fl) 
Q(y) 
if k>d orif d=n 
( 
c(d) - I 
2 C biQ(e,, Si)+uQ(e, 6) - 1 ciQ(ni, PiI, 
i=O > 
I(d) 
i=O 
k<d<n-1, 
where ci = f 1; a, bi are zero if one of {q, ak} is <n and the other >n; 
and a, b, are + 1 if Uj, ak are both >n or both <n (recall I(d)( =I) = 
# {t, s < t -=z r/neither t nor t’ E {a, ,..., ad} ). In the former case, we obtain 
that 
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In the latter case we obtain that 
From the definitions of lj, 19,, 0, it is clear that for k <d< n - 1, ~(~)a Ai, 
0,, and 8, 0 6 i < Z(d), 0 <j d c(d) - 1 o w@‘) 2 {ur ,..., ij, dk ,..., ad, s:.(,,, s’} 
(note that if c(d) = 0, then the set {e,} is empty and w(~) 2 li, 80 wed) > 
{u, 9...9 djjj, cik,...v ud, S:.(d), s’> (note that when c(d) = 0, sCCd) = r)). Now 2(a) 
and 2(b) follow easily. 
(3) Let a=&,, 1 <j<n. For 1 <d<n, XpDQ(r)=O, ifj>d. Let then 
j < d. Then we have (up to + 1) 
if d=n 
if d<n, 
where A= {a ,,..., ad, s&)} (cj,) and p= {ur ,..., ad, s,,,,}(tij). From this (3) 
is immediate. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.2. 
Let w,r~Wwith w~randletr=(a,~~~u,,+,)asanelement ofSZn+,. 
Let M(w, r)= {E,,--.x~~, 1bj<k<Zn+l wLs(j,k) in SZn+,}, where 
(j, k) denotes the transposition in SZ,, + I corresponding to j and k. Note 
that M(w, r) is stable under g for the action of 0 on R(SL(2n + 1)) = 
(E,-.sE,, 1 <r, s,<Zn+ 1) (cf. Sect. 3) (also note that a,,, =n+ 1). Let us 
denote by X(w) the Schubert variety in SL(2n + 1 )/B corresponding to w 
and T(w, z) the Zariski tangent space to X(w) at e, (the point in 
SL(2n + 1)/B corresponding to r). Corresponding to a root E,, - E,, in 
M(w, r), we obtain a basis vector in T(w, t), namely the elementary matrix 
E,,, (which has 1 at (a,, uj) th entry and 0 elsewhere) and conversely (cf. 
Proposition 3 and Theorem 1 of [ 151). If uk #a;, then Eak,, + a(E,,,) gives 
a nonzero o-fixed vector (note G(E,~) = -E,,,,,,, 1 < I, m Q 2n + 1) and if 
ak = u:, then E+,, + o(E+,) is the zero vector. When ak #al, the a-fixed vec- 
tor EakO, +a(E,,,) = E a!@, - E +; is simply the vector &- X-,, of the 
Chevalley basis of Lie(So(2n + 1)) corresponding to the root a where 
if kdn 
if j>n 
if j<n+l<k 
if k=n+l 
if j=n+ 1. 
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Let us denote by L(w, r) the orbit space under 0 of M(w, 7) minus the fixed 
point set under 0. We may identify L(w, 7) as 
L(w,z)={E,,-Jw>r(j,k), where l<j<n,j<k<2n+l, k#j’) 
(note that the r.h.s. is same thing as 
El+ - Em 3 1 <j<k<n, w 2 CL k), 
&a, - E,;, 1 <j<k<n, waz(j, k’), 
Ea,--Lln+,~ 1 <j<n, w 2 z(j, n + 1) 
(also note that a,, 1 = n + 1)). Now if /I = Z(CI) EN(w, z), then in view of 
Proposition 5.2, we see easily the following: 
(1) E,, - E,~ (and hence also E”; - E,;) E M(w, T) if u = Ed- .sk, 
1 <j<k<n. 
(2) E,,- so; (and hence also E, - E,;) EM(w, 7) if c1= sj+ Q, 
1 <j<k<n. 
(3) Ea,-L+, (and hence also E,“+, - 6,;) E M(w, 7) if o! = sj (note that 
a n+,=n+l). 
In particular, we have a canonical inclusion N( w, z) 4 L(w, 7). We have 
PROPOSITION 5.3 (assume char k # 2). For w E W, Y(w) = X(w)O scheme- 
theoretically if and only if N( w, 7) = L( w, z), for euery 7 < w. 
Proof: In view of our remarks above, we see easily that T(w, 7)O is 
spanned by { Eoka, - ~5,; a;, 1 <j< k < 2n + 1, k Pj’) (this set is in fact a 
basis for T(w, 7)O). Thus T(w, z)~ has a (canonical) basis indexed by 
L( w, z). In particular dim T( w, 7)O = # L( w, r ). On the otherhand S( w, 7) is 
spanned by {X-,, /I E N( w, 7)} (cf. Proposition 5.1), and hence 
dim S( w, 7) = # N( w, 7). Hence S( w, 7) = T( w, z)~ if and only if N( w, 7) = 
L(w, T) (note that S(w, r) E T(w, 7)” and N(w, 7) 2 L(w, r)). From this the 
proposition follows: 
Remark 5.4. Notations as above, we have (as remarked above) 
N(w, 7) E L(w, T). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Notations as above, let fl= t(a) where u = Ed- ck, 
1 dj<k<n. Let E,, - E,, E M(w, z). Then /3 E N(w, 7). 
Proof Now E,, - E,, E M( w. 7) implies w > 7(j, k) in SZn + i (and hence 
w 3 z(j’, k’) also, since w, 7 E W). Now this implies w 2 zs, in W, where s, 
denotes the reflection in W with respect o u. Now the result follows from 
Proposition 5.2 (1) (note that ~~7 = ZS,Z-~Z = 74. 
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Remark 5.6. Note that the conclusion of Proposition 5.5 holds for any 
pair w, z E W, with w > r, /3 being as in Proposiiton 5.5. It is easy to see that 
there may exist w, r E W, with w 2 r and a /3 = r(a), a = &j + Ed for some 
1 <j< k <n such that E,, - 6”; (and hence also sLlk - E,;) belong to M(w, z) 
while /I does not belong to N(w, t); this is because the condition for /3 to be 
in N(w, T) (cf. Proposition 5.2(2)) is stronger than the condition for eu, - 6”; 
(and hence also E, -6”; (= o(E,,- E,;))) to be in M(w, r) (assuming that 
both aj, uk are Gn; we shall show below (cf. Remark 5.8) that the con- 
ditions are equivalent if at least one of {ai, ak} is >n). A similar remark 
holds for the roots /3 = t(s,), 1 <j< n. 
Using Proposition 5.2, we give below a characterization of the w’s in W 
(cf. Theorem 5.12) for which N(w, z) = L(w, t), for every t 6 w; in other 
words, the w’s in W for which Y(w) = X(w)O scheme-theoretically 
(cf. Proposition 5.3). We achieve this by proving the following lemmas. In 
the following, we shall sometimes denote a w in W (as an element in &, + , ) 
by just its first n entries (cf. Sect. 3). Also for two d-tuples of positive 
integers X= {x ,,..., xd}, Y= {y, ,..., yd}, by X2 Y we shall mean the 
d-tuple given by X with the x;s arranged in ascending order is > the d- 
tuple given by Y (with the entries in Y arranged in ascending order). Also 
by Ix i,..., xd} T, we shall mean the set X, with the entries arranged in 
ascending order. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let w E W, say w = (d, ... dz,+ 1). Further let w be such that 
(*) if d,>n, for some I, 1 <l<n, then d,,,>n, I<m<n. Then for 
every t < w, we have, N(w, z) = L(w, t) (note that this condition (*) is the 
same as condition (*) of Proposition 3.6 and also that it is equivalent to 
condition (**) of Remark 3.7). 
Proof: In view of the fact that N(w, r) z L(w, r) (cf. Remark 5.4), it 
suffices to show that L(w, z) E N(w, t). 
Let r = (a, . . . azn + , ). Again in view of Proposition 5.5 enough to 
consider the elements in L(w, r) of the form E,, - sOi, 1 <j< k d n and 
Eu,--on+,, 1 <j<n (recall that we have identified L(w, r) with 
Ea, - E, 3 1 <jck<n, w > $L k), 
Ea, - Ea;, 3 1 <j<k<n, w 2 z(j, k’), 
Ea,--Eon+,, 1 <j<n, w 2 t(j, n + 1)). 
Accordingly we distinguish the following two cases. 
Case 1. /?=$a), a=Ej+ek, l<j<k<n. Further saj-.sE,; (and also 
E (Ik - E,;) E M( w, 7). This implies w 2 r(j, k’) and z(k, j’) in SZ,, + , . 
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(1) Now if both aj and ak are >n, then we have 
w(j)>+)= {a ,,..,, aj} 2 {al ,..., aj_,, a;} (since aj > n > ah) 
and 
wtd) > {a I ,***, ad? &, s’}(cj,, hk), k<d<n-1, 
where sd is the integer sCCdj as defined in 2(b) of Proposition 5.2. (since 
{aj, ak) = {r’, s’} > {S&, S’} (note that r’>S&) and 
jth kth 
w(n)~sB~=(a,.**a;.~. ai . ..a.) (obvious). 
Hence in view of Proposition 5.2(2)(b), we obtain fl E N(w, r) 
(2) If precisely one of {aj, ak} Q n then the fact that .saj - &;, E,~ - E”; 
belong to M(w, r) and w > z imply in particular 
and 
w(j) 2 {al ,..., aj- 1, a;}, 
wck) > {a, ,..., ak - 1, r9 s’}(ij? ak)y 
(the third relation follows from the second). Hence in view of 
Proposition 5.2, we obtain /? E N( w, r). 
Remark 5.8. While proving the result in (1) and (2), we have not 
assumed anything about w. Thus we have in fact shown that if at least one 
of { ai,..., ak} is >n, then p = r(sj + &k) belongs to N(w, r) if and only if 
E,, - .si (and hence also E,, - 6,;) belongs to M( w, z). 
(3) Let now both aj and ak be <n. Let r (resp. S) be the maximum (resp. 
minimum) of (aj, ak}, Now the assumption that E~,-E,~ and E,~ - .q,; 
belong to M( w, z) implies that if aj > ak then 
jth kth 
w>(a,a,...s’...ra,+,...a,) 
and if aj < ak, then w is 2 either 
jth kth jth kth 
(a, . . . s’ . . . r ...n)or (a* . . . r’ . . . s’ . ..). 
Now if 
jth kth 
wa(a,... r’*.* S’ *“) 
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we have 
WC’) 2 {a, )...) clip, a;}, 
WCd’b u { l ,..., ad, s&,, s’}(& bk), k6d<n-1 
(since r’ 3 s&i) and 
WC”) 2 ,yp = (a, . . . r’ . . . s’. . n). 
Hence in view of Proposition 5.2 (2)(b), we obtain /3 E N(w, 5). Let us then 
assume 
jth kth 
w>(a,a,~~~ s’ ... r ...)=4, say. 
Now the assumption (*) on w implies d, > n, j 6 1 Q n. Then by 
Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 3.5 (taking k to be the integer i in Lemma 3.5 
and Proposition 3.6), we have, 
jth 
fork<ddn, dd) > 4lr” 3 {a, ,..., s’,..., cik ,..., ad, &,)} 
(note that for k d d<n- 1, the integer sd of Lemma 3.5 is same as the 
integer seed) of Proposition 5.2(2)(b) and for d=n, the integer S, in 
Lemma 3.5 is r). Hence in view of Proposition 5.2(2)(b), we obtain 
/IEN(w, t) (note that wci)~qSci)= (ai ,..., ai-,, s’}). 
This completes the proof of the result that if 
E,, - 8”; E L(w, r), then /I E N(w, 7). 
Case 2. /I = r(.sj), 1 <j< n, where E’, - E,“+, (and hence also 
& &l+t-- E,;)EM(w, 5). Since a,,, =n+ 1, this implies w3s(j,n-t 1) and 
z(n+ 1,j’) in SZn+,. In particular, we obtain d, > n for j< I< n (by the 
assumption (*) on w). Now letting 1 uj 1 = r, we have from Proposition 3.6 
and Lemma 3.5, (taking the integer i in Lemma 3.5 to be j) for j d d < n, 
wed) 2 T:~) 2 {a, ,..., hj ,..., ad, s;} 
(note again that for k < d< n - 1 the integer sd of Lemma 3.5 is same as the 
integer s,(~) of Proposition 5.2 (3) and for d= n the integer s, of 
Lemma 3.5 is just r). 
Hence in view of Proposition 5.2(3), we obtain BE N(w, r) (note that 
s, = r implies w(“) 2 (a, ,..., &j ,..., a,, r’} 2 (s~z)@) = {a, ,..., fSj ,..., a,, a;}. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.7. 
LEMMA 5.9. Let w be as in Lemma 5.7. Then for every t, 7 Q w, we have 
N(w-‘, z -I)= L(w-‘, r-1). 
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Proqf. Let 
A(w) = B”wB” in SO(2n + 1)) 
A(w-‘)=B”w-‘B~ (in SO(2n + 1)) 
(here B denotes the group of upper triangular matrices in SL(2n + 1)). 
Now considering the automorphism (of varieties) SO(2n + 1) 3 
S0(2n+ l), g-g-‘, we have A(w)wA(w-‘). For any z<w we have 
dimension of the Zariski tangent space to A(w) at r is equal to 
the dimension of the Zariski tangent space to A(w-‘) at r-l. (1) 
Now the former dimension = #N(w, r) + dim B; while the latter = 
#N(w-‘, 7-l ) + dim B;-, (assuming char k # 2, (cf. Proposition 5.1)). 
Hence we obtain 
#N(w, 7)= #N(w-‘, 7-l) 
(note that dim B; = dim B:-, = dim B”). Hence if N(w, 7) = L(w, r), then we 
obtain #L(w, 7)’ #N(w-‘, r-l)< #L(w-‘, 7-l) (since N(w-‘, 7~‘)s 
L(w-‘, 7~‘)). From this we obtain #N(w-‘, r-l)= #L(w-‘, 7-l) (note 
that #L(w, 7)= #L(w-‘, 7-‘), since #M(w, 7)= #M(w-‘, r-l), by the 
same considerations as in (1)). Hence it follows that N(w-‘, 7-l) = 
L(w-‘, 7-l) (since N(w-l, 7-l) E L(w-‘, r-l)). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 5.9. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let WE W. Let ~=(d~,...,d*“+~) andw-‘=(b,*-.b,,+,). 
Then the condition 
(*) d,>n implies dk>n, l<k<n 
holds if and only if the condition 
(**) b,>n implies t’~ (b,,..., b,}for (bil bt<n 
holds. 
Prooj The proof follows from the trivial observation that for any j, 
l<j<n,bi>nifandonlyifthe)biIthentryinwis > n. 
LEMMA 5.11. Let w E W, say w = (cl . . * c2,, + , ). Then the condition that 
(*) for any ~=(a~...a~,,+~), 7<w, if E~~-E,; (and hence also 
E a~ - E,;) E M( w, r), then /I = 7(cj + .sk) E N(w, r), 1 <j < k < n holds if and 
only if the condition 
(*a) ifc,>nforsomel, 1~1~ntheneitherc,~nforallI~m~nor 
for every t> JcI(, t’cz (cl ,..., c,} 
holds. 
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Proof: (M) implies (*). As in Case 1 in the proof of Lemma 5.7, 
enough to consider the case 
Jth kth 
aj,ak<n and w>(a,...s’... r . ..a.,+,), 
where s = min { aj, ak} and r = max { aj, ak}. This implies cI > s’ for some f, 
1 6 1 <j. If c, > n for all I < m < n, then the result follows from Lemma 5.7 
(especially Case 1 in the proof of Lemma 5.7). In the other case, we have, 
for every t > 1 cI 1, t’ E {c, ,..., c,}. This in particular implies, for every t > r, 
t’ E {c, )...) c,} (since r > s 2 1 c,I ). Now from this, we obtain, in view of 
Lemma 3.8, that for k Q d< n 
wed) 2 {a, ,..., s’,..., d, ,..., ad, &>, 
where recall that 
S(j= 
i 
max {r, I ad+ 1 I ,..., I a, I > if d<n-1 
r if d=n. 
From this we obtain that p E N(w, z) (cf. Proposition 5.2(2)(b)). 
(*) implies (**). Suppose (**) does not hold. Then there exist j, k, 
j < k < n such that cj > n and ck <n; further there exists a t > 1 cj 1 such that 
t E {c, )..., c,}, say c, = t. We now consider the following possibilities. 
(1) ck’ ICjI. 
Taking t = (ci . . . 1 cj 1 . . . et . . . c,), we have .sq- E,;E L(w, r) while 
z(E~+E~)$N(w, 5) (since wck)= {cl...cj...ck} $ {ci ,..., cj ,..., ck-1, cjv 
s:(k)} (cf. Proposition 5.2(2)(b)). 
t2) ck< Icjl* 
If m > j, then we take 
Then as in (1) we obtain that .sq- si E L(w, t) while t(sj + E,) 4 N(w, t). 
(3) If m<j, then we take 
jth mth 
5=(c,...( Cjl”’ t . ..c.). 
mth jth kth 
z= (Cl ... Ck ... ) cj I... t . ..I&) 
(note that w 2 r, since t > ck). Now as in (1) we have E,, - E”; E M(w, t) 
while r(&j + &k) # N(w, r) (Since W(k) = {Cl ,..., t ,..., Cj ,..., Ck} $ {Cl ,..., Ck,-, 
ro osi ion 5.2(2)(b)). Thus in all cases we P t 
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This completes the proof of the implication (*) * (**) and hence also the 
proof of Lemma 5.11. 
THEOREM 5.12. Let w E W, say w = (c, ... cZn+ ,). Then (assuming char 
k # 2), we have Y(w) = X(w)“, Scheme-theoretically if and only if w satisfies 
the following condition 
Either 
or 
or 
(1) cjdnforall 1 <j<n, 
(2) whenever ci > n for any i, i < n, then c, > n for 
all i G r < n, 
(3) whenever cj > n for any j, j d n, then for all 
t> ICjl, t’E {Cl,.*., C"}. 
tt) 
(Note that (t) is equivalent to the condition that if some cj > n, j < n, then 
either w or w-l satisfies the condition (*) of Proposition 3.6 (or the 
equivalent condition (**) of Remark 3.7)). 
Proof: The condition is sufficient. If (1) of (t) holds, then it can be 
easily seen that N(w, z) = L(w, T), for every r < w. If (2) of (t) holds, then 
we obtain N(w, r) = L(w, t), using Lemma 5.7. If (3) of (t) holds we obtain 
N(w, t) = L(w, r) using Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10. Thus when (t) holds we have 
N(w, r) = L(w, r) and the result follows in view of Proposition 5.3. 
The condition is necessary. Let w be such that w does not satisfy (t). Let 
then cj > n for some j, 1 <j 6 n (since (1) of (t) does not hold such a cj 
exists). We shall now exhibit a r < w such that N(w, r) # L(w, z). Let t be 
the least integer (t < n) such that t’ E { ci ,..., c,}, say c, = t’. We may assume 
that MJ satisfies the condition (*) in Lemma 5.11 (since Y(w) = X(w)” 
scheme-theoretically, in particular, implies that N(w, r) = L(w, z), for all 
r < w, cf. Proposition 5.3). Since (3) of (t) does not hold, there exists an 
integer s, t < s < n such that s E { ci ,..., c,,}, say c, = s. This then implies (in 
view of Lemma 5.11) that cp > n, for all I <p < n. In particular, we have 
m < 1. Again, since (2) of (t ) does not hold, there exist integers x, y < n 
such that cj = x’, ck = y for some j, k, j < k < 1. This then implies that x > t. 
Also, in view of Lemma 5.11, we have, x > both y and s. We now consider 
the following possibilities 
(1) j<m(<I). 
Taking 
jth mth Ith 
TC(C, ... f ... x ... s . ..c.), 
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we have M, > r; further w 3 r(j, n + 1) (since c, = x’> n) and w 3 r(n + 1,j’) 
(since t’ E {c, ,..., c,,}). Thus E,, - E,~+ , E L(w, r); but r(.s,) $ N(w, r), since 
),p) = {c , 1..., XI)...) cm--,, s} 2 (c ,,..., c,- ,, f . . . . x, sk} (since s 2 x, cf. 
Proposition 5.2(3); recall that 
max(t, I ad+ 1 I ,..., I a, I > if j<d<n- 1 Sd= 
t if d=n). 
(2) m<j. 
(a) If y > t, then we consider 
jth kth Ith 
5= (c,. . t . . . x . . . y . . . C,) 
and as in (1) we obtain that E, - E,+ I E L(w, r), while r(sj) $ N(w, r) (since 
WCk) 3 {c I,..., i . ..) x, sb}). 
(b) If y < t, then we consider 
mth ith kth Ith 
r=(C ,“. y ..* t . . . x . . . s ...c,). 
We have w > z (obvious); further w > t( j, n + 1) and w > z(n + 1, j’). Thus 
EU,--E,“+, E L(w, t). But t(sl) # N(w, r), since wCk’ = {c, ,..., s ,..., x’,..., y} 3 
{c y,..., 1 ,...1 i..., x, sb} (as s 3 x) (cf. Proposition 5.2(3)). Thus in all 
possibilities, we obtain that if w does not satisfy (t), then there exists a 
r < w such that N(w, t) # L(w, t). This completes the proof of the fact that 
condition (t) is necessary and hence also the proof of Theorem 5.12. 
Remark 5.13. If char k = 2, then using the results of Section 4, it can be 
shown easily that 
Y(w) = x(w)” scheme-theoretically 
for all w E W. 
Remark 5.14. Let w E W be such that Y(w) = X(W))~ scheme- 
theoretically. In this case, as seen above, for every t d w, N( w, t) can be 
identified with the orbit space under o of M(w, t) minus the fixed point set 
under 0. 
In particular we have 
(*) dimS(w, z)=$(dim T(w, z)-m(w,t)), where m(w, T) = 
#{j, 1 ,<j,<n/w>z(j,f)in Sin+, } (recall that T(w, r) (resp. S(w, r)) is the 
Zariski Tangent space to X(w) (resp. Y(w)) at e, (resp. at f,). Note that 
w 2 r(j,j) is equivalent to the condition E+,E T(w, r); also note that 
W,;,,) = -&,,a . Thus when w 2 r(j, j’), corresponding to the vector E,;,,, 
in T( w, T), we ‘do not get any a-fixed vector in T(w, 5)). 
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Remark 5.15. Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 are line improvements over 
Proposition’3 of [ 151 and for w’s such that Y(w) = X(w)’ scheme- 
theoretically the relation (*) in Remark 5.14 gives an explicit computation 
of dim S(w, r). 
Remark 5.16. In view of Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 5.12, the w’s for 
which Y(w) = X(w)” are precisely the elements of W having reduced 
expressions u; . . . U: (refer to Sect. 3 for notations) such that if 
u;>,s,s,pl**. si, for an i, 1 di<n, then u;~~J,~~...s~, for all j, idj<n 
and the inverses of such elements. 
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